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HAMMERPOND
Kennels and Cattery

The kennel and cattery buildings nestle in a hollow at
the end of a long drive, with Ian and Sue’s home above.

Ian Farrell, with
manager, Angie
Woodruff (right), and
Kirsty and Debbie (left).

by Carol Andrews
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Ian Farrell’s passion for dogs is
apparent as soon as you meet
him at Hammerpond Kennels
and Cattery in West Sussex.
One of the rescue dogs currently up
for re-homing is in the Reception
area - Ian is building up this shy
dog’s confidence by allowing him to
socialise with members of staff as
they go about their duties. Each dog
here is an individual, whether it be a
boarder, a stray or a rescue, and Ian
ensures that quality time is spent
with each and every one.
Until some three years ago Ian and
Sue Farrell were working professionals
in the city, Ian working as a dealer in
money markets and latterly corporate
finance and Sue in a role as a chartered
accountant. They had started a family
and reached a point in life when they
fancied a change. Ian was also involved
in property development, buying and
renovating houses in the Horsham
area, so local agents regularly kept him
informed of properties coming onto
the market that were run down and in
need of redevelopment. Consequently,
when Wagtail Farm, with an existing but
declining kennels, came up for sale close
to the West Sussex town of Horsham, Ian
and Sue seized the opportunity to escape
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the London rat race and set up their own
business working with animals.
Obtaining planning permission was
not a problem as there had been a kennels
on the site in some form or another for
nearly seventy years. Ian felt that both the
licensing officer and planning committee
were quite relieved that the existing
kennels were going to be demolished and
proper facilities built in their place.
Ian and Sue spent considerable
time researching materials and layouts,
finding the internet an invaluable tool.
The decision to build a top-quality
facility charging normal competitive rates
rather than a “discount kennel” focusing
on price and with reduced quality or
services, was an important one. Ian
said: “These considerations shape your
decisions regarding design and layout and
ultimately impact upon your budget”.
Ian’s experience with his own local
construction company enabled him
to project-manage the building work
himself, using local suppliers and his own
workmen, giving him the peace of mind
that everything was built properly without
any corners cut.
Before opening Ian spent some time
working in another kennels, the owners
being fully aware that he was starting up
his own boarding business: “The week
I spent in the kennels as a volunteer
was invaluable. It allowed me to have
first-hand experience of working in a
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busy kennel and to experience the daily
considerations and challenges faced. I had
time to talk to the staff and management
about their experience and the ‘musts and
must-nots’ including answers to ‘what
they would have done differently’.”
Hammerpond Kennels and Cattery
opened in April 2009 and has set the
standard for future boarding kennels
in the area. The three-acre site is
undulating, with the house above and the
kennels and cattery nestling in a hollow
below overlooking farmland. The rural
environment of Plummers Plain is within
an AONB (area of outstanding natural
beauty) yet only five minutes by car from
Horsham and a ten-minute drive from
Gatwick Airport.
The accommodation caters for
up to 90 dogs and sixteen cats. The
buildings are all brick-built, doubleglazed and insulated with fully tiled
floors. The 46 kennels are all of double
size accommodating two large dogs
comfortably and have individual covered
runs. The fronts of the kennels are half
galvanised mesh (at the top) and half solid
panels below, designed to reduce the dogs’
visibility of other dogs, resulting in greatly
reduced noise and much less potential
stress for all boarders.
The cat accommodation is larger
than average with eight full-height, light
and airy pens comprising of a fully-tiled
living/sleeping space and enclosed play
area (3.5 m x 1.5.m) with floor-to-ceiling
sneeze protection PVC walls.
Each kennel and cat unit has a
250w infra-red lamp with individual
thermostatic control. Ian’s expertise as
an electrician has been invaluable - each
thermostatic control has its own timer and
all are wired up to one control panel. just
inside the kennels and cattery buildings.
Recently a new block of fourteen
double kennels has been built, again
up to a very high standard, continuing
with porcelain floor tiles throughout the
entire kennels to provide the very best
in durability and ultimately hygiene,
which Ian admits is only viable costwise because of his connections with the
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The full-height cat pens are
light and airy with fullytiled living/sleeping space
and enclosed play area.

Manager, Angie, is now
competent at using a
computer and the Avalon
Bookings Program.

The bottom halves of the
kennel doors are solid, a
design to reduce the dogs’
visibility of other dogs
resulting in less noise.

construction industry. There are no plans
to extend further apart from setting up
a purpose-built new grooming parlour,
for which planning permission would be
required.
Security was key in the development
plans - the kennels and cattery are
surrounded by a high fence which,
together with security lighting, alarm
systems and CCTV, provides a safe and
secure environment.
All dogs are exercised at least twice
a day, whatever the weather, in a securely
fenced activity field. As well as a play
opportunity for the dogs, this time also
enables the staff to get to know them
individually. Occasionally, on owners’
wishes and only after a consent form is
signed, dogs socialise with others either in
the play paddock area or on walks.
Advertising is in the local Yellow
Pages, on the website www.yell.com and
within Crawley Hospital. Also the three
main veterinary surgeries in the Horsham
area have flyers in their reception areas. A
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lot of business comes by word of mouth
or from the very comprehensive website www.hammerpondkennels.co.uk
Angie Woodruff is the full-time
manager at Hammerpond. There are
two assistant managers, Melanie Burton
and Debbie Bilson, both working fulltime. There are five additional part-time
members of staff and three volunteers
who work mainly with the stray and
rescue dogs and help out with dog
walking.
With several members of staff it is
vital that information regarding every
boarder is kept up-to-date and accessible.
A clipboard on the front of each kennel
and cat pen records food intake,
water consumption, toileting, feeding
requirements, medication (if required)
and any observations on the behaviour of
the dog or cat.
Ian and Sue’s philosophy is to
support the local community as much as
possible and therefore offer discounted
rates to serving police officers, nurses and
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firemen, in recognition of the work they
do. They also support local schools and
colleges by offering work experience to
students of animal welfare - the vets and
animal carers of the future.
Hammerpond has won a five-year
contract from Horsham District Council
for all stray dogs in the local area,
including from March this year the “out
of hours” contract covering weekends and
evenings. This contract had been with the
previous people for fifteen years so Ian is
very pleased to have been awarded it.
Hammerpond is also one of only
two approved kennels in the South East
to provide kennelling for highly-trained
specialist dogs.
Ian works with a number of national
and local charitable associations to help
rescue, kennel, socialise, re-habilitate
where possible and finally re-home
all suitable dogs, which can be very
rewarding - last year Ian successfully rehomed forty-five dogs.
For the protection of boarders, all
strays and rescued dogs are housed in
separate kennel blocks and exercised in a
different paddock, thus ensuring no cross
infection from any unvaccinated animals.
The kennels for the strays are, however,
the same size and of the same quality as
those for the boarders.
Administration-wise Ian and Sue
used a manual system when they started
up - paper records were kept for bookings
and paper spreadsheets used to fill in
occupancy. Although accounting was
relatively easy for them because of their
financial backgrounds, the system was
not always accurate and they looked into
obtaining a computerised system, finally
settling on Avalon’s Bookings Manager.
Ian said: “The installation process
was simple and easy-to-understand.
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constructing reports and
utilizing them, as well
as being able to manage
the accounting functions
properly.
“I could not run our
business properly and as
efficiently as I do without
the computerised system.
I do not know how a busy
kennel copes with reams of
paper, recording bookings,
cancellations, changes of
boarding dates and all of the
record keeping of debit/credit
card payments, cheques
Inside one of the
cattery units.
and cash that goes with it,
without an army of people
administrating the day-to-day running,
Angie, my kennel manager, who referred
or by using external highly-paid book
to the computer when it arrived as the
keepers/accountants overseeing this task.
“devil box”, was initially extremely antiIan’s advice to anyone starting in
computers and all the associated reporting
the boarding business: “Do your research
and record keeping that goes with them.
properly in terms of the facilities and
She is quite typical of a lot of people
services you would wish to provide,
working in this industry and did not know
understand your market and how you
how to even turn the computer on, let
plan to fit within it, and be prepared to
alone what an email or booking suite was.
dedicate seven days a week, 52 weeks of
“After a day’s training with Roger
the year, certainly for the first two years,
Burfitt of Avalon and two weeks of handson practice she was capable of recording all or do not bother, as this is a job where
you cannot be late opening or ill! It
bookings. As time has passed she is now
requires total commitment.”
fully capable of searching for bookings,
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MIX-UPS AT MEAL TIME?
NOT WITH THE VERSATILE AVALON BOOKINGS MANAGER

FACTS AND FIGURES
• Opening hours are from 8.00 - 12.00 and
15.00 - 18.00 Mondays to Saturdays, with
early closing on Sundays at 12.00 noon.
• Daily charges, which include VAT, are
£14.50 for one dog; £25.00 for two dogs
sharing and £33.00 for three dogs. A single
cat is £10.00 per day with a charge of
£15.00 for two cats sharing and £22.00 for
three.
• A 50% non-refundable deposit is payable
on booking with the balance of fees settled
when the animal is dropped off. A strict
cancellation policy is operated: the deposit
is non-refundable on any booking cancelled
less than six weeks before the animal is
due to be boarded.
• A charge of £12.00 is made for dropping
off or collecting a pet outside normal
opening hours.
• Waste disposal is via a 10,000-litre fully
enclosed cesspit.
• Complete dry food is fed to the boarders
but owners may bring their own food. All
diets can be accommodated.
• Medication is administered where
necessary.
• A collection and delivery service is
available.
• Microchipping is offered for boarders at a
special price of £20.00.

SAFEHEAT

FOR BREEDING AND
BOARDING KENNELS

FOSTER RAY

INFRA RED DULL EMITTER
as selected for the
DESIGN
CENTRE

This easy to use system will manage your bookings diary, customer and animal
records plus animal dietary and medication requirements. You can quickly print
bookings documentation, invoices and boarding details, whilst keeping track of
your income, giving you more time to run the business the way you want.

Like to know more?
Visit www.avalonsoftware.co.uk Downloads of our audio/visual guided tours for broadband users
will show you around this easy to use and versatile software or, alternatively, call today for a
free guided tour CD.

Designed by ROY WRENN,
specialist in infra-red
equipment for livestock
APPROVED by
Animal Welfare Societies,
Insurance Companies and Vets

Standard Unit as illustrated £47.70 incl. VAT + £3.00 p&p
Quantity discounts available.

Price list, installation guide and breed recommendations free on request

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR

FREE DEMO CD
Tel: 08454 30 22 33
email: info@avalonsoftware.co.uk
www.avalonsoftware.co.uk
Software prices from

£195 to £395 plus VAT (per copy)
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Boarding Kennel Management. Everything you need
to know to establish and operate a thriving boarding
kennel business £22.90 + £3.00 p&p
SEND THIS AD. FOR FREE POSTAGE ON YOUR ORDER

DIAMOND EDGE LIMITED
126 Gloucester Road,
BRIGHTON, BN1 4BU.
Tel: 01273 605922 and 683988
Fax: 01273 625074
www.diamond edgeltd.com
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